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Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Today: point, line segment, ray, line, one dimensional
figure

Activity Method:
Instruct learners to use the geoboards.
Otherwise, arrange for materials for making a
geoboard.
Explain the steps involved in making a geoboard.
Demonstrate each step to the class.
Ask learners to show the 2 dimensional figures from
TB: Pg. 2 on the geoboard. E.g., 1 pin is a point. Rays
and lines extend to the edge to show infinite length.
Discuss the terms – ‘point’, ‘line’, ‘ray’, ‘line segment‘
and ‘one dimensional’.

1) What is the difference between a line and a line
segment?

2) What is the difference between a line segment and a
ray?

1/61 1/5 1, 2

27 min

2 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Last class: point, line segment, ray, line, one dimensional
figure
Today: angle

Activity Method:
Use an geoboard and rubber bands to make
figures as shown in TB: Pg. 2, 3,
‘Remembering and Understanding’. Show how angles
are formed by two rays.
Now draw the same figures on the blackboard and
show how to name an angle.
Draw several intersecting line segments on the
blackboard as given in TB: Pg. 2. Show the different
angles made by the lines at the intersection. Ask
learners to name and denote the angles verbally and
also note down in their notebooks.
Solve and discuss WB: Pg. 2, Q. 7 9.

1) When two line segments meet each other at a point
what is formed between the line segments?

2) The common initial point of the two rays is called _____.

2/61 2/5 2, 3

15 min

2 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Today: degree, initial ray, final ray, measure of angle,
vertex, arms

Guided Learning:
Explain the different parts of an angle. Point out the
vertex and the arms of an angle.
Explain angles and naming of angles using TB: Pg. 2, 3.
Ask learners to name different angles drawn on the
blackboard via random calling.
Show how to write the angle name using the correct
symbol as shown in TB: Pg. 3, Example 1.

1) Name the unit used to represent the measure of an
angle.

2/61 2/5 3

10 min

1 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Last class: angle, degree, initial ray, final ray, measure of
angle, vertex, arms
Today: baseline, centre, inner scale, outer scale

Peer Learning:
Show learners how a protractor looks and explain all
its characteristics – inner scale, outer scale, baseline
and centre.
With the help of examples on TB: Pgs. 3, 4, show how
to measure angles using a protractor.
Ask learners to draw different angles. They will
exchange their books with their partners who will
measure the angles, using a protractor.
Use TB: Pg. 4, Example 2 to show how we choose
which scale (inner or outer) to use. As the angle is less
than 90°, we use the scale that gives us measures less
than 90°.

1) Explain and show the following features of a protractor:
inner scale, outer scale, baseline and centre.

3/61 3/5 3, 4

11 min

1 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Today: zero angle, acute angle, right angle, obtuse angle,
straight angle, reflex angle, complete angle

Guided Learning:
Use your arm to define and demonstrate the different
types of angles as given in TB: Pg. 5 – acute, right,
obtuse and straight angles. Keep one arm constant and
increase the distance from the other to show acute
angle, right angle, obtuse angle, straight angle, reflex
angle and complete angle.
To explain reflex and complete angles, show the
Chart of Angles.
Ask learners to name the different angles made by the
minute and hour hands of a clock at different times.
E.g., 4:00 a.m., 12:00 a.m., 9:25 a.m., etc.
Ask learners to look around and find objects that make
certain angles and try measuring them using
protractor. E.g., corners of the desk make a right angle,
an open door can make an acute, right or zero angle.
Solve and discuss :

TB: Pgs.5, 6, Example 3,
WB: Pg. 2, Q. 11, 12, 14.

1) What is the maximum degree of an angle that can be
measured using a protractor?

2) Name the different types of angles.

3/61 3/5 5, 6

14 min

2 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

Last class: protractor, baseline, centre, inner scale, outer
scale, zero angle, acute angle, right angle, obtuse angle,
straight angle, reflex angle, complete angle

Using Concrete Material:
Before the class begins, prepare a set of everyday
objects which have measurable angles. These will be
used as props for the lesson. E.g., compass, scissors,
tiffin box, etc.
Ask learners to identify the angles given in TB: Pg. 6,
‘Application’.
Ask learners to measure and record the different
angles made by different objects.
Categorise each of the angles measured into zero
angle/acute angle/straight angle/straight angle.
Solve and discuss WB: Pg. 2, Q. 13.

1) If two rays make an acute angle on one side, what type
of an angle is made on the other side of the acute angle?

4/61 4/5 6

15 min

1 min

1 min



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

–

Activity Method:
Before the class begins, arrange for chart paper and
markers. Learners will need protractors.
Use TB: Pgs. 6, 7, Examples 4, 5 (different angles
marked on letters of the alphabet) as the basis for a
class activity.
Learners will make charts showing different letters of
the alphabet.
They will show the angles made by the vertices in each
letter, marking the measurement and noting the type.

1) Which letter makes no angle?
2) What angle is formed by the hands of a clock at 9:00

p.m.?

4/61 4/5 6, 7

11 min

2 min

–



Actual Date:
________________

Transactional Tip(s) Duration:

Important Words Duration:Page(s):Day:

Class Pulse Check

Annual Day:

Duration:

–

Using Concrete Material (15 min):
Before the class begins, cut triangles out of paper, one
for every learner. Include different types (acute,
obtuse and right triangles).
Give two cut outs of different types of triangles to
each pair of learners.
Ask each learner to measure all the angles of one
triangle using a protractor, then find the sum of all the
three angles.
Have learners trade triangles and repeat the process.
Learners will share and discuss their results in pairs.
Use TB: Pg. 8, Example 7 to discuss and explain how
the sum of all the interior angles of a triangle is 180
degrees.

Questioning (14 min):
Discuss TB: Pg. 7, 8 Example 6 by drawing a clock.
Learners answer the first few questions by drawing the
hands accordingly and measuring the results, using the
blank clock faces on their chart paper.
Discuss and solve TB: Pg. 15, Drill Time, Q. 1, 2.

1) Can a triangle have more than one right angle?

5/61 5/5 7, 8

29 min

1 min

–






